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Abstract 
Since the late 1990s, there have been consistent efforts in developing web-based 
education environment at many institutions around the world. However, few people have 
paid attention to develop the real experiment laboratory on web, which is critically 
necessary for the engineering and science education. A remote-access control system to 
perform laboratory experiments through Internet was developed at the Chinese 
University of Hong Kong. Our purpose is to create an experiment setup that can be 
accessed anywhere at anytime by students with access to any web browser. The system 
is mainly used for undergraduate students to conduct control experiments, such as a DC 
motor control experiment demonstrated in this thesis. However, the tools developed in 
this project can also be applied to other sectors, such as home automation or office 
automation. The core of the research is to provide a server side system that can 
communicate with the laboratory instruments, and allow an interactive remote-access 
from client side. The project aims to provide a flexible and user friendliness 
environment, and it is challenging since it involves integration of different computer 
languages, different operating systems, and different hardware suites. Our system is 
composed of several components; an internal distributed system which includes a server 
machine accessible to Internet, a video server system and an internal controller PC 
linked to the server only, and an application system which is controlled by the controller 
PC in this intranet through a Data Acquisition (DAQ) interface card plugged. Lab VIEW 
from National Instruments is used as the controller interface software. A chain client-
server structure design enables each component in the system from performing tasks 
individually, which offers a great flexibility to interface with different application 
systems. The system features a memory recovery function in the sense that it is able to 
retrieve the experimental data generated from last experiment. We have also created a 
virtual reality environment by employing the real-time video feedback technique. 
Comparing with some existing projects in other Institutions, our system relies on less 
resource, and hence is more cost effective. In addition, our system is more flexible, more 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Distance Learning (DL) and Virtual Laboratory (VL) 
Applications of the Internet are ubiquitous today. It has entered the mainstream of our 
daily life, while the concept of education on distance was introduced as an extension to 
utilize the Internet. Using the Internet as a mediator between students and trainers to 
facilitate exchange of information, literature and other resources is called Distance 
Learning (DL). DL has a great potential today due to the increasing need of education in 
contemporary society. The possibility of contacting people and sharing information with 
others extends the usability of this media to a wide variety of users. Many studies show 
that DL has been well developed over the past 10 years [1-6]. For instance, reference [2] 
discusses a learning environment that allows students to obtain the content of laboratory 
assignments, as well as supporting materials, software packages. The concepts are 
general and apply to a range of courses. Reference [3] describes a process that 
transforms a static course delivered with the chalk-and-blackboard method, to a live 2-
way interactive course by means of television. Furthermore, a "Live/On-Demand 
Synchronized AV/HTML Distance Lecture System" which synchronizes the 
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presentation of the streaming video lecture, the HTML-based lecture notes, and the 
HTML Navigation Events was designed in [5], In Politecnico di Milano, a real-time 
interacting distance teaching activity that provided lessons, seminars and tutoring has 
been operating for quite a few years [6]. It presented a few possible setups of 
telepresence classroom using 384-kb/s ISDN lines. Several commercial organizations 
and universities have developed their own online learning environments and tools, and 
made them available to others [7-12]. Therefore, the media of DL could be treated as a 
Virtual Institution, which can be defined as representations of electronics workspaces 
that enable better exchanges of personalized learning material, administration material 
and provide unique debating fields for students that are showing interest in it. 
On the other hand, Virtual Laboratory (VL) concept was successfully developed over the 
past years [13-15] based on this distance education concept. It allows students to 
continuously access their hypothetical experimental setups. It is rapidly becoming 
feasible due to the progress in Internet-based networking technology. The dominant 
advantage of VL paradigm is the minimal cost needed to set up such a laboratory, since 
it only requires a robust communications network. However, VL concept only provides 
students with theoretical and simulation materials. It is still far from real engineering 
experiment learning. It is much more important to explore the real experimental 
phenomenon and feedbacks. Thus, an idea of developing a web-based laboratory that 
enables students to perform true experiments in real time remotely is further developed 
at many institutions around the world [16-23] (refer to section 1.2). This concept allows 
laboratory equipments to be more fully utilized, and hence brings down the experiment 
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cost per student. However, due to the considerable delays for transmitting the 
experiment data (including real time video) through Internet, there is still limitations on 
applying this technology to some experiments that need precise and synchronous human 
response. 
In this thesis, we intend to develop a robust web-based real-time control laboratory 
experiment system to overcome the drawbacks mentioned above. We believe that 
different approaches possess distinct positive and negative features. Our design is 
largely motivated from the previous researches [16-23], and yet we emphasize more on 
integrating advantages of different designs to produce a state-of-the-art system. 
1.2 Overview of related research 
Since 1990s, there have been consistent efforts in developing web-based education 
environment at many institutions around the world. 
An innovative real-time remote-access control engineering teaching laboratory was 
developed and demonstrated at Oregon State University in 1998 [16]. The system 
"Second Best to Being There (SBBT)" provided a Java interface on the client's browser 
to conduct the robot experiment. 
Control Engineering Laboratory of Polytechnic University of New York designed a 
generic virtual instruments for real-time experiments in 1999 [17]. The philosophy 
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behind their Internet-accessed remote laboratory is based on a client/server computer 
configuration. However, it requires users to download a Lab VIEW based package and 
run the platform to carry out the remote experience. 
A remote laboratory called VLAB on an oscilloscope experiment was set up at The 
National University of Singapore in 1999 [18]. Later, a web-based control experiment 
on a Coupled Tank Apparatus was further developed [19]. A distinct feature of the setup 
is that video conferencing is used to provide the point-to-point visual feedback and allow 
control of zoom and viewing angle of the video. 
The Process Control and Automation Laboratory at Case Western Reserve University 
developed a Bytronic Process Control Unit, referred to as the process rig, over the 
Internet in 1998 [20]. The user can login parameters using a web browser from a remote 
client to a Lab VIEW G web server, which was connected to the process rig via a PLC 
control module. 
An interactive on-line laboratory for remote education called Automated Internet 
Measurement Laboratory (AIM-Lab) was established at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
[21]. The Laboratory developed a course module on semiconductor device 
characterization, which could be freely accessed through the web. 
A common undergraduate physics experiment was modified for remote operation over 
the Internet using Lab VIEW programming environment at James Madison University 
4 
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[22]. The value of the activity is mainly giving students an introduction to the process of 
"teleoperation". 
The Netrolab project at University of Reading in the United Kingdom provides remote 
access to robotics facilities [23]. Users can manipulate the robots and retrieve captured 
static images from live video camera over a high-speed network. 
Our web-based control laboratory system has integrated some of the above approaches. 
Contrary to the work reported above, we have used layers as entities that can work on 
different tasks in the system. We designed the system with modularity in mind. By 
combining this feature with the object-oriented design, we have designed an extensible 
system, which allows addition of new resources. In addition, system security, database 
technique enhancement and the stability of operating system are our focus points. 
1.3 Web-based Control Laboratory 
At Chinese University of Hong Kong, we have been developing a web-based remote-
access control laboratory experiment system since 1999. This project aims to create an 
experiment setup that can be accessed anywhere at anytime by students with access to 
any web browser. Users in other countries can access the experiment as well in real time. 
The experiment is located at http://acclserv.acae.cuhk.edu.hk/. Figure 1.1 shows the 
main part of one of the physical experimental setups in Applied Control and 
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Computing Laboratory (ACCL), department of Automation and Computer-Aided 
Engineering (ACAE). 
The core of our work is to provide a server side system that can communicate with 
laboratory instruments so that a control experiment can be interactively carried out from 
the client side. At this moment, we have implemented two sets of experiments, that is, 
the DC Motor experiment, and the Coupled-tank Control experiment. For the DC motor 
setup, users can conduct various experiments including Open Loop, PID and State Space 
controllers to study their different behaviors and controller algorithms on the angular 
speed and angular position of the DC motor. For the coupled-tank system, Open Loop 
and PID experiments are yet included on studying system response of level control 
dynamic problems. This thesis will mainly use DC Motor module to implement and 
demonstrate our application system. Our web-based system is composed of three parts: a 
simple internal distributed system, a real time video system and an application system. 
Our system possesses the modular property, which divides the system into four main 
modules: a web server module, a controller module, a video server module and the DC 
Motor module. Each module functions independently and yet they are closely linked to 
make the whole system work reliably. A chain client/server structure design enables 
each component to perform tasks individually, which offers a great flexibility when 
choosing different application systems. We also address the important issues of 
achieving a good integration of a variety of computer languages and operating systems 
and enhancing the flexibility and user-friendliness of our experiment interface. 
6 
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Figure 1.1 Laboratory Setup of DC Motor Control Experiment 
Practical experience is an important part in control engineering education, but it is also 
resource dependent. Our goal on this web-based control laboratory paradigm is to allow 
users to conduct experiments without being physically present in the laboratory. This 
can be meaningfiil particularly in engineering education. Part time students and remote 
students can conduct experiments remotely. Sharing resources locally and remotely 
allows expensive laboratory equipments to be more fully utilized, thus bringing down 
the cost for building and maintaining a state-of-the-art laboratory. 
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1.4 Contributions of the Project 
The main contributions of this project can be summarized as follows: 
o Established a web-based laboratory that involves the development of following 
tasks: 
1) Adopted Linux operating system to provide reliable web server system; 
2) Constructed internal distributed system locally for better security; 
3) Designed user-oriented database technique which offers users corresponding 
system interface environment; 
4) Implemented several controllers by graphical programming interface 
Lab VIEW to study control experiments; 
5) Constructed client/server networking architecture with object-oriented design 
to enhance system's modularity and reusability; 
6) Set up the intercommunication between a system module and a computer 
through data acquisition technology. 
o Our design involves integration of various devices and software packages. To 
guarantee a reliable system performance, we have brought the following 
innovations into our design: 
1) An open architecture feature is embedded into the design. The idea has been 
successfully implemented in two sets of experiments, namely, DC Motor 
control and Coupled-tank control experiment. The DC Motor control 
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experiment has been utilized as one of undergraduate year two students' 
laboratory experiment and the Coupled-tank control experiment has been used 
as the final year project for a year three student on controllers design and 
implementation; 
2) A concept of multi-layer structure is created for simplifying the design. This 
standardization concept greatly helps the integration of the systems as they 
often involve different software and hardware suits;‘ 
3) A philosophy of resource sharing is adopted to minimize the development cost. 
Reusability property and multi-functional feature on modules like Web Server 
machine and controller PC effectively reduce the cost and shorten the cycle of 
further development. 
o The significances of the project can be summarized as follows: 
1) It enhances long distance education techniques, and opens a new dimension in 
distance learning by allowing students to conduct engineering experiments 
anytime at anywhere; 
2) Web-based experiment reduces the risk that may happen in a real laboratory. It 
may be particularly useful for experiments involving some dangerous 
procedures or materials; 
3) It possesses great impact on future live, such as on home and office 
automation. It is not hard to imagine that these web-based remote control 
technologies may apply to such fields as mobile phone, networked intelligent 
house, automated office and factory floor. 
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1.5 Thesis Outline 
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the architecture of our 
system. Its overall setups and configurations both on hardware and software components 
are discussed in detail. Chapter 3 addresses the system algorithm on protocol, multi-
layer structure and inter-process flow attribute. The detail experiment interface and the 
controllers designed are described in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, the characteristics of the 
system, advantages and limitations are discussed. Chapter 6 envisions the future 
direction of our web-based laboratory system. Finally, chapter 7 offers some 
conclusions. 
Additional information like programming sources, experiment manual, web interface is 
put in several appendices. 
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Chapter 2 
System Architecture 
This chapter presents a general picture on the setups and configuration of our Internet-
based Control system. What components are chosen and how do they work and 
communicate with each other? The harmony between the hardware and software 
architecture are what we concern most. 
2.1 Hardware Architecture 
Figure 2.1 shows the overall system hardware architecture, which is mainly composed of 
three parts: the simple internal distributed system，the real time video system and the 
application system. The internal distributed system here consists of a server machine, 
which functions as web server and acts as the gateway for accessing to Internet, and a 
PC，which acts as a digital controller, linked to the server only. A hub is used to connect 
the Internet accessible gateway，the Web Server, and other PCs in this Intranet system. 
The controller PC controls the application system, DC Motor Module, here through a 
Data Acquisition (DAQ) interface card. A video server machine linked with a CCD 
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(Charge-Coupled Device) camera broadcasts the real time video signal to the client to 
allow realistic monitoring of the experiment instruments. 
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Figure 2.1 System Hardware Components 
2.1.1 Internal Distributed System 
An internal distributed system is a collection of heterogeneous computers and processors 
connected via a network. We need only a server machine and a controller PC to form 
this internal system, which can also be considered an intranet system. Direct connection 
of the controller PC to the Internet is not allowed. Therefore, the server machine acts as 
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a gateway for the PC at the same time. The PC is masqueraded and assigned with virtual 
IP address known only by this server machine. This security-concerned feature is useful 
for discarding unauthorized users who manage to broadcast into the controller PC during 
an already established TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) port. Failure to do this may 
cause the damage to the laboratory instruments since it will interrupt the normal 
operation of instruments in case when somebody is conducting the experiment 
simultaneously. ‘ 
A PC that runs software LabVIEW acts as the interface in controlling the application 
system via the Data Acquisition card plugged onto the PC. In general, data acquisition is 
the process of converting a physical quantity (such as temperature or pressure) into an 
electrical signal and measuring the signal in order to extract useful information. Figure 
2.2 shows how a typical DAQ card is positioned. 
�aia Acqiiisiliot) and Analysis 
Co.Suioni.uj ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Pcisona^^NJ^^^ Soltwaio Coinpiilct 
Figure 2.2 A typical DAQ system [24] 
The DAQ card can act 
as a D/A (Digital to Analogue) converter and A/D (Analogue to 
Digital) converter. It features analog I/O (Input and Output), digital I/O, counter/timers 
and triggering capability. In our setup, the output channel, which is connected to the 
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input of the DC Motor module, sends the control signal to the motor. The analog input 
channels of the DAQ card are connected to the outputs of the motor. Then the digitized 
measurement of the DC motor acquired will be processed by the controller program 
continuously featuring the close-loop control manner. The DAQ card can have up to 500 
kS/s (kilo Samples per second) single channel scanning rate and 12-bit output resolution. 
2.1.2 Video Server System 
We use a JVC color CCD camera connected to an AXIS video server module to capture 
the real time images. Images taken by the camera are in PAL mode. The AXIS Video 
Server provides a comprehensive single-box solution for video transmission over any 
data network including local, wide-area networks and even over the Internet. It delivers 
high quality images at a given resolution of 352 x 288 pixels in standard JPEG (Joint 
Photographic Experts Group) format at a rate of 25 frames per second. The delay on the 
video frame depends greatly on the bandwidth of the user's network. Our server in the 
lab is currently in a 100-Mbit subnet with typical inter-network communication rates up 
to IMbytes/s; the subnet is connected to the Gigabit Ethernet backbone network through 
ATM edge devices in the main campus. Thus, bandwidth is not a constraint for the 
implementation of remote laboratory experimentation within campus. The performance 
is satisfactory for students to view the video locally. 
During the initial stages of development, we use the InetCAM video capture software 
linked with a small Logitech camera to act as the video server. The interface is located in 
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the controller PC. Therefore, real time streaming of image data and controller signals to 
and from the controller PC result in a heavy loading on the computing resource. The 
present choice separates the video server from the controller server, which greatly 
minimizes the possibility of video frame dispersion. 
2.1.3 Application Systems 
DC Motor Module 
A DC Motor Control Module (MS 15) from L.J, Technical Systems is used as one of our 
application systems - see Figure 2.3. The Module enables the user to perform position 
control by state space controller or angular speed control by PID controller. The speed 
and direction of rotation of the motor can both be controlled by either an analogue signal 
or a pulse width modulated (p.w.m.) digital signal [25]. 
Precision Eddy Current onve Motor 
Potentiometer v Brake • 
S ^ e d D i s c 
Tachometer _ / 
Tachqgenerator ‘ 
Figure 2.3 DC Motor Control Module 
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Coupled-tank Apparatus 
The coupled-tank control apparatus from KentRidge Instruments is designed for the 
teaching of process control principles in electrical and mechanical engineering courses. 
The equipment consists of two small perspex tower-type tanks mounted above a 
reservoir which functions as storage for the water - see Figure 2.4. Water is pumped into 
the top of each tank by two independent pumps. The head of water in each may be 
visually read on the attached scale at the front of the tanks. The amount of water that 
returns to the reservoir is approximately proportional to the head of water in the tank. 
The level of water in each tank is monitored by a capacitive-type probe, which provides 
an output signal proportional to the water level [26]. 
Inlet 
, J y " “ L i p 
� • • - — L e v e l Probes 
mh Ml II I 
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4 H T a n k Unit 
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i J * " " C l a m p Valve 
I mm i i s j f t l 
F • . -••“ ,.，” Pumps 
^ Rosorvoir 
i i — — 
Figure 2.4 Front View of the Coupled-tank Control Apparatus 
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2.2 Software Architecture 
C L I E N T S I D E I | A P A C H E W E B S E R V E R C O N T R O L L E R P C 
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Figure 2.5 Software Structure 
Figure 2.5 illustrates the software structure of the system. HTML (Hypertext Markup 
Language), PERL (Practical Extraction Report Language), and JavaScript are the 
languages used on web server side. While Lab V I E W ' S G language is the one used on the 
controller PC side. Lab VIEW (Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering Workbench) 
from National Instruments is used to act as the controller interface software. CGI 
(Common Gateway Interface) is coded by PERL. All networking algorithms are based 
on client/server structure. TCP is the primary protocol used in handling communications. 
2.2.1 Client Side Context 
h t m l is the basic format to provide a simple page on web browsers. Web writers today 
face significant challenges on making their web pages interactive. The static nature of 
HTML limits its creative choices, and interactive components are difficult to build and 
17 
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reuse. Dynamic HTML technology helps to remove these barriers for content providers 
and offers users more engaging and interactive web pages. DHTML is really just a 
collection of CSS (Cascading Style Sheets), DOM (Document Object Model), Scripting 
(JavaScript and VBScript) and HTML. DHTML is not really a language or a "thing" in 
itself; it is a mix of these technologies. DHTML provides writers with enhanced creative 
control so that they can manipulate any page element at anytime. 
JavaScript maintains the role on the interactive web interface. It enhances and extends 
the interactive ability of web programming technique. It is a lightweight object-based 
scripting language complementing the dynamic ways of what HTML often lacks. Java 
makes the same way on real time interfacing, such as plotting the graph on the client 
browser continuously. We don't prefer using Java to handle most of the tasks, as its 
technique is not mature enough on most of client's browser platform - Microsoft 
Windows-based platform. It often causes a system's failure on Windows-based browser. 
This is not strange to most users who use Windows as their operating system. 
We use JavaScript on such jobs as maintaining a count down clock, changing pictures, 
resizing windows, displaying video layer, and browser checking. With the help of 
JavaScript, experiment interface looks much more lively. 
18 
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2.2.2 Web Server Context 
We use Apache web server on Red Hat 7.0 Linux operating system to perform the jobs 
of providing web pages, user authorization and user conflict checking. Surveyed by 
Netcraft [27] that there was over 62.55% of Apache Web Servers users at April 2001. 
The architecture and task description of our web server are illustrated in Figure 2,6. The 
highly stable performance of Linux operating system can greatly enhance the stability of 
the overall system, which is one of the main concerns of a user who is conducting an 
experiment. Our approach is in contrast with what is described in [19] and [20] which 
employ the Lab VIEW G Web Server in Windows OS. It is known that Windows OS is 
less reliable than Linux operating system. Besides, it may cause a much heavier loading 
on both the memory and execution speed of the server machine. 
• i S B B O H ^ L . Apache Web Server 
mm j^Bj^ ^^^W execution section ( \ User database B^^^^B 
• user • info «orc 
• user chcckint 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t a V l e n ^ o r a r y DaU ronHoUexl | Storage Section 
backup 
backup 
Figure 2.6 Web Server Configurations 
All CGI in our web server are written in PERL language, which is the most popular and 
powerful way to handle CGI. CGI is a standard for setting up interaction between 
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external application and information servers, such as web servers. Web servers can do 
more than just sever static pages. In other words, executing scripts extends the 
capabilities of web server. To create consistent scripts that work on any web servers, the 
standard script interface, CGI, is used. Therefore, it is important to understand that CGI 
is neither a program nor a script. It can be coded by using different languages, such as 
PERL, C, and JAVA, etc. A CGI program running on a web server sending and 
receiving parameters from the client's web browser is illustrated in Figure 2.7 below. 
The beauty of CGI is that it is simple to implement, portable, and completely transparent 
to the end user. 
Cr.l Request CCI Request 胃 
• f Internet J _ B | 
L ^ f f - Response 一— 
Figure 2.7 CGI Connection Process 
As PERL was built, and much of GCI programming is processing user input and 
returning HTML text pages, PERL is a natural fit for this new programming 
environment. PERL is a GNU open-source programming language whose syntax is a 
cross between the programming and scripting languages C/C++, Awk, and Sed. PERL is 
a great choice for an all-purpose scripting language, thanks to its one uniform base 
syntax across all platforms and its relatively quick, single-step, compile-and-execute 
structure [28]. Perhaps the most complicated part of developing advanced web functions 
is implementing back-end processes, such as capturing form input or upload files, 
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accessing databases, and automating system administration functions. HTML does not 
make decision nor execute to response to client's willing. Thus, in general, back-end 
processing can run as a CGI script. For example, the most common use of CGI is to 
check a user's logon name with his/her password. This back-end process can be 
illustrated as the program code login.pl (partly) below. 
#!/ustVbin/perl -w 
use CGI qw(:cgi); 
use DBJFile; # Calling database library packages 
Scheckpasswd = 0; # Flag to determine client's password 
Scheckuser = 1; # Flag to determine system's status 
Sfail = Vhome/ibc/protected/fail.html'; # Page for client fail to Logon 
Spageused = Vhome/ibc/protected/pageused.html'; # Page for remind the system is in using 
&read_data; # Subroutine to get client's parameter input 
$db = Vhome/ibc/database/user’; # Main database 
# Open the database 
dbmopen(%HASH. $db, 0666) or die "Couldn't create $db database: $!\n"; 
foreach Sitem (keys %HASH) { # Checking for password correct or not 
if($FORM{'loginid'} eq Sitem) { 
if($FORM{'passwd'} eq $HASH{$item}) { 
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if (Scheckpasswd == 1) { 
if($checkuser == 0) { 
# Display the main experiment page 
print "Content-type: text/html\n\n"; 
print«"EOF"; 
<html><head> 




else { # execute this loop if somebody has being login to the system 
open (FILE, $pageused); 
@TMP=<FILE>; 
close(FILE); 
print "Content-type: text/html\n\n"； 
foreach $item (@TMP) { 
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else { # Login Failed loop 
open (FILE. $fail); 
@TMP=<FILE>; 
close(FILE); 
print "Content-type: text/html\n\n"； 





Detailed coding can be referred to Appendix I. From the code, it shows that three HTML 
pages are included in this PERL coded CGI script: the main experiment page, the failed 
login page and the system in using page. The process consists of calling the database 
first and then checking for system's status and correctness of password, and then the 
corresponding page is transmitted to the client to respond to his/her request. This typical 
use precisely describes the need of CGI on web page technique to its basic interactive 
feature. 
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User authorization and conflict checking as well as database linkage are all handled by 
PERL language on the server. Its library packages on database management system 
(DBMS) provide modules to interface with Oracle, Sybase, mSQL, MySQL, Ingres, and 
others [29]. We use DB_File packages to perform database management. Each time a 
user inputs the parameters, the system can update these parameters in his/her database. 
Thus if there is a network or system failure when the user is conducting a task, the 
system can retain the most recent data so that the user can continue to conduct the task 
with the stored data when the user re-logon the system. For a better communication and 
error tracking, Wed Server keeps an event log database with information on the system 
work, current user's login and logout time. 
2.2.3 Software Context in Controller PC 
Lab VIEW Overview 
LabVIEW is a highly productive graphical programming language for building data 
acquisition and instrumentation systems. It is an easy-to-use, powerful instrumentation 
and analysis-programming environment. It uses an intuitive block diagram approach that 
works much like schematics and flow charts to solve problems. To specify a system's 
functionality, one simply assembles block diagrams - a natural design notation for 
scientists and engineers. Its tight integration with measurement hardware facilitates rapid 
development of data acquisition, analysis, and presentation solutions [30]. LabVIEW 
supports RS-232, GPIB (General Purpose Interface Bus), VISA (Virtual Instrument 
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Software Architecture), as well as plug-in Data Acquisition boards. Besides, it includes 
libraries of functions and development tools designed specifically for data acquisition 
and instrument control. Therefore, it is convenient to be used on design of our 
controllers. 
LabVIEW uses a graphical programming language, G, to create programs in block 
diagram form. G Programs are called Virtual Instruments (-Vis) as their appearance and 
operation can imitate actual instruments. A VI consists of a graphical user interface 
(GUI), front panel, and a block diagram serving as the source code. An icon connection 
allows the VI to be called from higher level Vis. Thus, Vis are hierarchical and modular. 
One can use them as top-level programs, or as subprograms within other programs. 
Last, LabVIEW supports network communication protocol, such as TCP or UDP (User 
Datagram Protocol). It is important to handle the communication between the controller 
program and the web server. As shown in Figure 2.8, this LabVIEW TCP program on 
PID Controller needs to run continuously for waiting parameters sent from the web 
server to pass the signals to the PID controller program while the experiment is being 
carried out. With TCP port 9991 assigned as its address or location for the web server to 
know, it is important that signals can reach the desired destination successfully. One 
controller program needs one TCP program in our design. 
Figure 2.9 and 2.10 give two more examples on LabVIEW TCP servers design; first one 
is the TCP program on open loop control while second one is that on state space control. 
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Block Diagram 
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Figure 2.10 A TCP VI Program on State Space Controller 
Coding a Controller by Lab VIEW 
Let us take a PID Control program as an example to illustrate the usage of Lab VIEW on 
the controller design. Figure 2.11 and 2.12 depict the front panel and block diagram of 
the PID controller VI program respectively. 
One can simply use the drag-and-drop method to select controls and/or indicators to 
build the user interface on the front panel. The source code - block diagram contains 
functions such as instrument I/O, data acquisition, operator, sub-Vis, and so on, which 
are selected and wired to construct logical systematic flow. For the PID program shown, 
coding procedures are roughly summarized as below: 
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1. Design and divide the tasks to be accomplished into manageable, logical pieces; 
2. Add suitable Loops (e.g. For Loops, While Loops) into the block diagram; 
3. Drop a set of related data acquisition analog I/O functions on acquiring and 
transmitting signals to the application system through the DAQ board plugged; 
4. Construct a TCP stop port to allow termination of the execution of program from 
client; 
5. Construct the controller equation by assigning the controls, constants, indicators 
and operators; 
6. Display the result on the front panel by constructing some related graph; 
7. Wire up all the blocks in a logical manner; 
8. Debug the program by highlighting the execution sequences to view the data 
flow. 
9. Construct the connector-pane pattern and link the controls, indicators to the 
connector for allowing communicating with other programs. 
The other two controllers, open loop and state space VI programs designed are 
illustrated in Figure 2.13 and 2.14 respectively. 
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Chapter 3 
System Attributes 
This chapter aims to investigate various attributes employed in our system. Protocol 
attribute is the basic issue while investigating a network involved communication task. 
Client/server structure is widely known as a typical network application. Layers and 
process flow attribute on our web-based control system are proposed and addressed to 
obtain a comprehensive exploration on system's attributes. 
3.1 Protocol Attribute 
TCP Protocol 
Protocols define format, order of messages sent and received among network entities, 
and actions taken on message transmission, and receipt. As illustrated in Figure 2.5, TCP 
(Transmission Control Protocol) is the main Internet Protocol (IP) employed in transport 
layer for system communications. TCP/IP, as the protocol suite, developed in Berkeley 
in early 90s, it is the de facto standard for internetworking. TCP is a connection-
oriented, full duplex service, and guarantees a reliable bi-directional stream of data. For 
the cases of lost data, TCP requests retransmission. It can discard duplicate data and 
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reorder out of sequence data packets. UDP IP packet, another type of protocol, carries 
data between two network-based programs, without guaranteeing successful delivery or 
packet delivery ordering. Table 3.1 gives a comparison between TCP and UDP. 
Therefore, based on the idea of an ongoing connection with two-way communication 
between a client program and a server program, TCP is the suitable choice only. Table 
3.2 lists general Internet applications with their protocols and transport protocol. 
TCP service; UDP service: 
• Connection-oriented: setup • Unreliable data transfer between 
required between client, server; sending and receiving process; 
• Reliable transport between • Does not provide: connection 
sending and receiving process; setup, reliability, flow control, 
• Flow control: sender would not congestion control, timing, or 
overwhelm receiver; bandwidth guarantee. 
• Congestion control: throttle sender 
when network overloaded; 
• Does not providing: timing, 
minimum bandwidth guarantees. 
Table 3.1 Comparisons between TCP and UDP 
Application Underlying 
Applications layer protocol transport protocol 
E-mail smtp [RFC 821] TCT 
Remote terminal access telnet [RFC 854] TCP 
Web h t tp�RFC 20681 TCT 
File transfer f t p � R F C 9591 TCT 
Streaming multimedia proprietary TCP or UDP 
(e.g. RealNetworks) 
Remote file server NSF TCP or UDP 
Internet telephony proprietary Typically TCP 
(e.g. Vocaltec) 
Table 3.2 Internet applications with their protocols and transport protocol [31] 
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HTTP Protocol 
The Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is an application-level protocol for distributed, 
collaborative, hypermedia information systems. It is a generic, stateless, object-oriented 
protocol, which can be used for many tasks, such as name servers and distributed object 
management systems, through extension of its request methods. A feature of HTTP is 
the typing and negotiation of data representation, allowing systems to be built 
independent of the data being transferred. HTTP has been in use by the World Wide 
Web global information initiative since 1990. This specification defines the protocol 
which is referred to as "HTTP/1.1" [32]. Figure 3.1 depicts how HTTP works. 
_ HTTP 
TCP tiaiisport service 
• c h e a t i i i i t i a t e . s T C P 
xf ] o re r ‘ { — ( c o m i e c t i o i i ( c ie«n tes s o c k e t ) 
e ^ ^ fl to sen ei , port 80 
^ ^ _ J • i^ eivei accept：^  TCP 
coimectioii from client Server . 
卢 running • h«p iiie.stinges (applicatioii-
N C S A W e b l a y e i p r o t o c o l m e s s a g e s ) 
n l S l v s e r v e r e x c l i « n i i g e c l b e t w e e n b i o w s j e i 
i s ^ j f ( l i t t ] ) c l i e n t ) a n d W e b s e i v e i 
Mac running (Mtp .sm,er> 
Navigator • TCP comiectioii closed 
Figure 3.1 The Web — HTTP Protocol 
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3.2 Client/Server Structure 
Client/server describes an application architecture in which the client requests an action 
or service from the provider of service, the server. Consider a Web browser and a Web 
server. When one addresses a URL in the browser window, it (client) requests a page 
from a Web server. The server returns an html page to the client, which parses the page 
(data) and displays it on one's computer. 
In our system, the user agent - web browser is the client, the Apache daemon running on 
the server machine is the server; but when it transmits the parameter to the controller PC 
by requesting the LabVIEW TCP Vis, it becomes a client simultaneously; the controller 
daemon serves as a server. Requests from client may arrive at any time; therefore a 
server is a process that must wait passively and patiently all the time. 
While building client/server application，we have to deal with socket programming. 
Socket is a host-local, application-created/owned, OS-controller interface (a "door") into 
which application process can both send and receive messages to/from another (remote 
or local) application process. We design three controllers to investigate the behaviors of 
the DC Motor in Controller PC so that six socket ports are assigned on the LabVIEW 
TCP servers. There are three ports for initiating the three controllers: open loop, PID and 
state space. The other three are assigned to the stop ports for terminating respective 
controllers. Figure 2.8 shows one of the TCP VI Programs where port 9991 is listening 
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for the PID controller parameters. The client CGI script for establishing the connection 
could be use the following coding. 
sub connectionPID { 
$internet—addr = “192.168.0.2”； # Controller PC address 
$remote_port = 9991; 
# create a socket 
socket(TO_SERVER, P F J N E T , SOCK一STREAM, getprotobyname('tcp'))； 
#die "Couldn't convert $remote—host into an Internet address: $!\n"; 
$paddr = sockaddr_in($remote_port，$intemet_addr); 
# connect 
connect(TO_SERVER, $paddr) or return 0; 
#die "Couldn't connect to $remote_host:$remote_port: $!\n"; 
# ... do something with the socket 
print TO-SERVER 
"kp=$userdata {,kp'} &ki=$userdata {'ki'} &kd=$userdata {,kd'}&systemtype=$userdata {'sy stemtyp 
e'} &signaltype=$userdata {'signaltype'} &ampl itude=$userdata {'amplitude'} &stop=0\n"； 
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TCP provides reliable, in-order transfer of bytes ("pipe") between client and server. A 
socket programming with TCP is illustrated in Figure 3.2 and 3.3 on demonstrating 
client/server socket interaction. 
Client process Server process 
, ； Z l t g 
J process J prcxess |: 
少 f 
[ ~ ] < way Hon—b • W e l c o m i n g ； 
L .__ sockei 
Client 
socket 
_ _ = J _ I socket T “ 
T 
^^ tpb S'ei�w Coiitit)Uei PC 
Figure 3.2 Illustration on Client/server Socket Programming 
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wait for incoming -.： ^ create socket, 
connection request connection setiip connect to 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 .0.2, port=9991 
connectionSocket = clientSocket = 
welcomeSocket.acceptO Socket() 
- ^ i - f r o . ^ T t S T e r i n g 
connectionSocket 4 一 I 
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connectionSocket , • 
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close • I 
connectionSocket close y 
I clientSocket 
Figure 3.3 Client/server Socket Interaction Flow 
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The idea of client/server makes the system work seamlessly. Different system platforms, 
different computing languages contribute and collaborate well for their own function 
under this chain client/server structure. It enables each component in the system to 
perform tasks individually, and offers a great flexibility for different applications. 
Moreover, it has the properties of modularity and reusability. 
3.3 Multi-layer Structure 
To better investigate the system module operation algorithm, we design multi-layer 
structure. It is divided into 6 layers; as depicted in Figure 3.4，each layer performs its 
own jobs and communicates closely with others to make the whole system work. 
Different layers have different specializations, thus encapsulating different services. 
Each layer acts independently, and performs its work no matter how it is done as long as 
it gives satisfactory results within the software architecture context. 
Application Layer responds to the functionality of each module used. It concerns why 
this hardware or this program is used. The second layer, Transport Layer, handles the 
communication protocol used between each component. While the Decision Layer and 
Execution Layer control the process flow of the whole system in a logical manner, all 
the digital jobs are handled in these two layers. Interface Layer describes each module's 
interface used either on hardware or on software. It is more important that different 
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interfaces chosen are compatible to operate. All the physical features and components 
are included into the Physical Layer. 
A p p l i c a t i o n L a y e r 
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D e c i s i o n L a y e r ^ T } ^ / 
.J^iipli；!： 二 t e ；：、. ^ ^ ^ ^ E � � u L — . 
e.g. DC Motor module l u t e r f K L Web Server Module 
P h y s i c a l L n y e i 
C o n t i i b u t i o n s of e n c h m o d u l e i i i e a c h l a v e i � 
I - Real time PAL video capturing i - Computing , acquiring, transmitting of controller signals 
II - TCP/IP protocol ii - TCP protocol; DAQ interface 
III - Continuing upload of JPEG snapshot to client iii - Signals filtering and validation checking 
IV - Web-based interface iv - Core of controller programs 
V - AXIS Video Server module connecting with a CCD camera v - LabVIEW programming interface 
vi - Controller PC, DAQ card. Connector Block 
1 - Studying of various controller behaviors 
2 - Position and velocity response to various input signals a - Main web frame delivery; System gateway 
3 - Control Panel terminals b - TCP/IP protocol 
4 - DC Motor module board; Power Generator c - User authorizalion; System conflict checking 
d - CGI scripts in PERL; DBMS packages 
e - Apache Web Server in Linux Red Hat 0 /S 
f - PowerEdgc Server machine 
Figure 3.4 Multi-layer Structure of the system 
With this proposed multi-layer structure, we hope it can be standardized as the structural 
issue for designing those web-based laboratory experiment systems. Once a standard is 
generated, it saves ones much time on sketching the desired system's configurations. 
Accordingly, it is clear to follow each component's distribution to work out its interface 
either on hardware or software aspect. 
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3.4 Inter-process Flow Attribute 
Inter-process flow is another crucial topic to consider for the system's reliability. A fast 
and reliable feedback from the user to our laboratory instrument is our main concern in 
designing the system. To account for the delays caused by the Internet traffic and the 
processing at the server computers, we post on a horizontal-fill slide in Figure 3.6. Based 
on the detailed packets flow cycling sequence in Figure 3.5, we can study the inter-
process time intervals spent in each transmission and computing cycle in Figure 3.6. 
Three process flow cycles: a successful flow, a failure flow and a video signal flow, 
constitute the system's flow sequences. A successful process flow cycle for path 
© “ w i l l last for about 600ms under a normal 
networking condition (T1 10/100Mb based campus network) — see Figure 3.6. Certainly, 
the critical time intervals are on Ti，Tr and Tv - all involve the chaotic Internet 
transmission. The inter exchange flow speed between the Web Server to the controller 
PC and application system are mostly negligible as they are all in short distance physical 
link. Moreover, the powerful controller PC makes the computation of controller signals 
(Tc) delivery almost instantaneously. 
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Figure 3.6 Datagram Exchange Time Intervals 
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Chapter 4 
Experiment Description 
This Chapter focuses on our web-based laboratory experiment designed on the DC 
Motor Control Module. An introduction on the experiment web interface will be 
discussed first. Then experiment procedures are described in detail from the point of 
view of a user who is conducting the experiment online. Experiment results from various 
controllers including open loop, PID and state space controller are finally presented. 
4.1 Client Interface 
We recognize that a remote laboratory experiment should have a realistic and user-
friendly interface for users to conduct the real instruments easily. We also know that 
there is always some distinction from the reality when a user is facing a computer 
monitor，not the real experiment instrument. Therefore, we will try to create a genuine 
sense of being in the laboratory in a most true way. However, there is still something 
worth being "virtual". For instance, we prefer using a Java-executed sub-window to 
display the real time plotting of result graphs rather than turning the camera to the 
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oscilloscope's display, which is not precise and clear enough for a user to collect data on 
the video's display. 
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Figure 4.1 Experiment Web Interface 
As shown in Figure 4.1, in the main experiment page, functions and features of the 
experiment interface are summarized below: 
• A real time video window with a 352 x 288 pixels resolution is located on the 
left-top comer; 
• The signal generator as well as PID and State Space controller is at the bottom; 
• A power supply provides the power needed by the DC Motor, and it is activated 
by clicking the mouse to connect the virtual lines; 
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• A count down clock is located at the left-bottom comer which sets a time limit 
for conducting an experiment; 
• An instant message bar is set beside the clock to show the system's working 
status or give warning messages if something is wrongly conducted; 
• Students can click on the manual anchor to pop-up the manual window to 
perform the experiment step by step; 
• Real time output waveform window on the right side is displayed automatically 
once the parameter is inputted. 
It is important that the user interface should be work logically. We pay attention to all 
the possible abnormal cases that may occur when a user fails to follow the experiment 
manual correctly or abuse the devices such as clicking the buttons violently. It may 
cause serious damage to the laboratory instruments when a system fails to filter all 
unwanted or improper commands from the client. For example, the motor will not be 
active if one does not connect all the power cables as well as power supply switch; Once 
the motor is running on one of the controller modes, one need to stop it first before 
making a change to another mode just as what happens in a real laboratory experiment. 
Other safety issues, such as automatically resetting the system to its initiate status when 
a user closes the experiment window accidently while the controller programs are still 
running, are also taken into consideration. 
We aim to make the system user-oriented enough to let a user feel of "being here". We 
keep track of a user's newest parameters delivered to the controllers on user's individual 
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database. In addition, his/her login time and last logout time are recorded and displayed 
on the message bar. 
4.2 Experiments Implementation 
We will show how to conduct an experiment starting from opening a browser to logout. 
Detailed procedures can be referred to the experiment manual attached in Appendix III 
User authorization problem is first considered when one logons into the system. Each 
registered user will be assigned with a data file to store his/her logging information and 
intermediate process parameter if any. A database execution program will find the 
correct data file for the login user. One is refused if the program fails to locate the 
correct data file or the server is down. 
User conflict should be avoided when a user is already conducting the experiment. A 
signal is written to a login state file and automatically reset after the user logout to 
guarantee that only one user is permitted. 
To start the experiment, the user can follow the manual provided, turn on the power 
supply，signal generator and submit his/her preferable parameters, observe the real time 
video feedback with output waveform from the additional window. When the web server 
receives the CGI parameters request, the server's CGI program classified the parameter 
into a name field and a value field, then it sends them to the controller PC's LabVIEW 
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TCP server after making backup in database. Corresponding action is made through the 
analog output of the DAQ interface to the DC motor input after the "translation" of 
LabVIEW controller Vis. In the same way, the data output of the DC motor is 
transmitted through the analog input of the interface and made collection in the 
LabVIEW controllers and through the web server to release to the user in plotting the 
graphs. The session can be terminated by the user or after a default time limit of 30 
minutes set by the system's administrator. 
4.3 Controller Analysis 
4.3.1 System Theory 
We will use a DC Motor Module introduced in chapter 2.1.3 to describe our experiment. 
As shown in Figure 4.2，the power amplifier with the DC Motor used in the system 
generates a torque 7, which is assumed to be proportional to the input voltage, Vin. 
Voltage,Vin ~ Current,i ^ Torque,T 
Amplifier DC Motor ‘ 
• KA • KM • 
^ 
Figure 4.2 Block diagram for electromechanical portion of the system 
Other notations are described as follows: 
J-Equivalent Mass Moment of Inertia 
B - Viscous Damping Coefficient 
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T-Torque produced by Motor 
6- Angular Position 
CO (i.e. 6) - Angular Velocity 
Since I(t) = KA x Vi„ and T(t) = KM XI⑴, 
where Ka is Amplifier factor; and Km is Motor constant, 
by Laplace transform, we have 
T(s) - KmKaVUs) (1). 
From the mechanical portion of the system, we obtain a second order differential 
equation as follows: 
je{t) + Be{t)=T{t) 
^ T(s) = sO(s)(Js+B) (2). 
KmKa Vi„(s) = s6(s)-(Js+B) 
• = , where t = J/B, K = KmKA/B Vin(s) Ts +1 
which is regarded as the transfer function of the system when viewng angular velocity as 
the output. 
Let xi = 0,x2 = e = Q)andu= V^t), by (1) & (2)，we obtain, 
i , = X2 
y = Cx + Du 
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= X2 
y = Cx + Du 
一 
� . — 1 K => =—；C2 + — U 
T T y = Cx + Du 
\x = Ax + Bu � 0 1 1 � 0 ] � i ] r �(TT 
= > i 广八,where A = 1/ , B = � / ’ C= or , D = 0 y = Cx + Du 0 y^ 0_ 1 
which gives the general state space realization of the system. 
4.3.2 PID Control 
The typical PID controller is: u = K^e + K. edt + —，where the tracking error: e = r 
dt 
一 y- The controller will be discretized with a sampling period 7； which yields a discrete 
PID controller of the form: 
_ = K,e(k) + K丨T±_ + Kd 咖 - f - D ,k = o’l，2’". 7=0 T^ 
The closed-loop system under the PID controller is described in Figure 4.3. 
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Td “ 
Figure 4.3 Block diagram for the PID closed-loop control system 
The values of reference input r, Kp (proportional parameter), Kd (derivative parameter) 
and Ki (integral parameter) can be changed online. The system response with Kp = 0.41, 
Ki = 1.05, Kd = 0.00, r = 2.89Vdind Ts = 40ms is shown in Figure 4.4. For comparison, 
the open loop system response is shown in Figure 4.5. 
Setpoinl (Controller Input) 
5 . 0 - 1 - E P i ^ 
2.5-1 1 
0 . 0 -
•2.5- I 
" 5 , 0 " — • — — ~ — — 1 — — — 一 1 1 . , . , • „ 一 丨 _ • • 、 -
160 170 180 190 200 211 
Process variable (Plant Output Feedback] 
4 0-1 1-2.88 
2.0 - A / � - 一 … — — ~ T 
0 . 0 - 丨 丨丨 
-4.0-丨——丨——1——T——i——iJ 
160 170 180 190 200 211 
PID output (Controller Output OR Plant input] 
4.0-1 1-1-80 
2 . 0 - � , � —1 
0.0- I 
- 2 . 0 -
H 
I I I I 
161 170 180 190 200 211 
Figure 4.4 System Response on PID control (Kp = 0.41, Ki = 1.05, Kj = 0.00) 
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Plant input chart 
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Figure 4.5 System Response on Open Loop Control 
4.3.3 Set Point Control by State Space Method 
An experiment based on state space control method is also implemented. The controller 
takes the following form: 
u = -KsX + Kr”, 
where Ks = [Kj K2] is used for closed-loop pole placement, and Kr is a feedforward gain 
[33]. 
The close-loop system is given as follows: 
x = {A + BKJx + BK^r. 
The system is stable if all the eigenvalues of (A+BKs) has negative real part. The set 
point control can be achieved if K = K • ^ . 
s [0_ 
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Figure 4.6 shows the block diagram for state space controller where the control target is 
the angular position of the DC motor 6>such that it is a second order control system. 
."Plaiif - "i 
r FeedForward Controller •,： 丄 x - ‘ ， - ： ” 
K = K,[l 0]T - i ^ J ^ _ 
- ' ‘ i r - 1 s s i 
I I 1 I i 
Feedback Controller 
人,[M-J ^ 
Figure 4.6 Block diagram for state space closed-loop control system 
The value of reference position input r, controller parameter Ki and K2 can be adjusted 
accordingly to give a satisfactory motor position state space controller design. The 
system response with K丨=-0.82 and K2 = 0.25 for reference position input r change 
from IV to OV and then IV is illustrated in Figure 4.7, which show that this controller 
performance is good enough to achieve a stable angular position in a short while. 
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Figure 4.7 System Response on State Space controller (K, = -0.82 and K2 = 0.25) 
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System Characteristics 
This chapter will describe some important issues concerning this project. These issues 
include distance learning, networking issue, security issue, interface concern, and design 
issue. In addition, we will describe some advantages of our design as well as some 
weakness of our system. 
5.1 Distance Learning 
The fundamental aim of the project is to enhance distance learning, particularly on 
engineering laboratory experiments，and as an extension to utilize the Internet. It should 
be，of course, bearing all positive features on this aspect. Thus, in general, the system 
• could be conducted anytime at anywhere. This property is so obvious that we 
need not give a further discussion on this issue; 
• provides live video from the laboratory facilities to the remote users by using up-
to-date video server streaming technology so as to make the experiment as real as 
possible. Many distance learning applications involving classroom emphasize the 
use of audio and video to create the sense of being present at the information 
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source. We did replicate the local environment for the remote students. Audio 
could be provided in case where a particular experiment is need; 
• brings down experiment cost per student, as well as the cost on building and 
maintaining a laboratory. No staffs are needed to monitor the laboratory setup 
even when somebody is conducting the experiment. We wish to make it as 
intelligent as possible to handle all possible scenarios expected; 
• is safe to conduct. Safety issue is a crucial point to consider when conducting any 
laboratory experiment. A web-based experiment offers a risk-free environment 
since the users do not work in a real laboratory. This advantage is particularly 
profound for experiments involving some dangerous procedures or materials 
such radioactive substances. 
• possesses the advantage of sharing resources. A single set of devices can be 
accessed anytime at anywhere on the web. This resources reusable property is 
one of the reasons why Internet is so popular in this decade. 
5.2 Networking Issues 
Some characteristics on networking issue are summarized below: 
• Client/server networking skeleton design increases the flexibility of system 
components and allows the components to function independently. That is the 
main reason why different operation systems, different computer languages 
could be communicated in a smooth way. Besides, improvement on one of any 
components in future incurs less influence on the function of other components; 
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• Concurrent TCP server design enables more than one application systems (i.e. 
more than one laboratory experiments) to be conducted simultaneously through 
one controller PC. This feature greatly reduces the system cost. 
5.3 Design Issues 
Some characteristics on design issue are summarized below: 
• Multi-layer structure greatly enhances the design of similar web-based control 
system. It may be standardized to a package design algorithm for further 
research. And it would has been much more time-consuming without a standard 
architecture for the design of such systems; 
• Stable operating system choice - Linux-based web server enhances the system's 
stability a lot. It is crucial that the system need not to be reset after a certain 
period; 
• Modularity design improves not only the flexibility, but also on reusability since 
some modules could serve different clients at the some time. For instance, the 
web server, and controller server just stated on previous section can both serve 
more than one application system; 
• Ability to implement advanced control laws to adopt different applications. 
5.4 Security Issues 
Some characteristics on security issue are summarized below: 
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• An intranet design on the server side computing peripherals definitely reduce the 
risk from unwanted port broadcasting into the controller PC from disturbing the 
normal operation of the application system; 
• Users need not to download any files from server, which prevents the system 
from invading by software viruses. References [16] and [17] have the same way 
that they both require the user to download the preliminary controller interface 
from the server and run it on the client side which may result in an unpredictable 
security hole; 
• Database backup can be regarded as one of the security issue in case that the 
system fails suddenly. When there is a network failure or the browser window is 
suddenly closed by mistake, the system will perform a logout execution 
procedure and backup the user's last updated input parameters. However, a guest 
visit is ignored on this function. 
5.5 Interface Issues 
Some characteristics on interface issue are summarized below: 
• Only web browser is needed on client side to conduct experiment. This platform-
independent property provides user with great convenience; 
• Providing the client with feedback by displaying system's status through the 
message bar let the user never feel alone; 
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5.6 Future Enhancement 
It is advisable to point out some limitations and disadvantages of our system for future 
reference. Web-based laboratory is still a newly developed concept as an additional way 
to enhance distance learning. Adaptation on following the fast changing information 
technology and overcoming their weakness is a great challenge to this field of research. 
Several points on the system are listed as follows: 
• Though this approach offers some kind of interaction, the use of World Wide 
Web for transmitting data (including video) introduce considerable delay. 
Internet traffic is always in a chaotic state. The delivery time of each packet 
varies each second. This limitation greatly narrows the range of application 
systems. Some experiments that need a precise and synchronous human response 
may not be ready to apply this approach until the stated problem is solved. 
However, it is optimistic to see that the next generation of Internet can 
dramatically boost Internet access speeds — that is, digital subscriber loop (DSL), 
cable modems, and satellite links [34]; 
• The second one is limitation on the target of the application systems. The 
physical interface of the application system is limited to most mechanical and 
electrical interface with certain working space range. A biology or a chemical 
experiment will be hard to perform by this approach; 
• Server side CGI development language PERL requires experienced, cognizant 
programmers to take advantage of its many methods of interacting with back-end 
processes. The syntax can be daunting to new programmers. 
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Impacts and Further Work 
"The Internet will change everything - the way technology is created, deployed, and the 
way we use it. [35]" Everybody believes that. As the technology is embedded into this 
mainstream of information evolution, we evaluate its impacts and extend the way it can 
do in further research. 
6.1 Impacts on Web-based Laboratory 
Web-based Laboratory paradigm was initiated at Department of Automation and 
Computer-Aided Engineering, the Chinese University of Hong Kong in 2000. The 
system on DC Motor control experiment has been utilized as one of the Undergraduate 
year two student laboratory experiments in second semester of year 2000-01. In this 
experiment, students are required to take part in performing experiments steps like 
modeling, Open-Loop speed control, closed loop PID speed control and closed loop 
position state space control. Throughout the implementation of their own controllers 
designed to the system and study their performance, they are satisfied to be able to 
perform this experiment on the web. Though there are some limitations such as lacking 
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on-site guidance from the tutors and discussion with peers (group experiment), users 
generally give positive comments on this system. 
Moreover, in this year, we extended the project to final year undergraduate student as 
their FYP (Final Year Project). Based on the system prototype built yet, they are asked 
to design other applicable controllers and implemented them by using LabVIEW. Other 
application systems, such as a magnetic levitation system, will be offered to students 
who will graduate next year. 
6.2 Impacts on Society 
Information technologies are driving the market. Internet is bringing the world to our 
fingertips, with a rate of adoption faster than any other technology in history. The 
number of Internet users grew to 407.1 million in November 2000 [36]. By 2003, traffic 
on the network will be Internet Packets, and in the not too distant further there will be 
billions of inexpensive IP-enabled chips in everything ranging from refrigerators, to 
cars, and personal communication devices which will provide a whole new array of 
products and services. To support the growth of the IP traffic and related services, the 
network will undergo some fundamental changes over the next couple of years. 
It is not difficult to expect that presence of these web-based remote control technologies 
may apply to the fields, like mobile phone Internet, networked intelligent house, and an 
automated office as well as from hospital to the factory floor. One can imagine that one 
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can conduct an experiment just through a mobile phone on hand in a car. A personal 
house appliance monitoring system is not new today [37]. Starting from switch on a 
washing machine to control a surveillance camera, all are based on the web-based 
control technologies. Offices and factories can have the same way to upgrade their 
operation tradition to a portable control manner. Besides, it makes it possible for vendors 
specifically working on designing laboratory equipment to lease it out on a cost per unit 
usage time basis. 
6.3 Future Work 
Having developed this web-based control prototype system and applied it to a DC Motor 
and a Coupled-tank Control system, we may pursue further on the fields of control 
system application, networking structure design and distance learning. Detailed work are 
suggested below: 
• Using MATLAB as an additional way on constructing the controller interface 
can be one of the choice. MATLAB is well known on performing controller 
simulation but due to its poor interface connectivity on networking and I/O to 
communicate with other peripherals, it has not been selected for Internet-based 
Experiment. It can be challenging to perform this work and the most difficult 
part should be the networking and hardware interface programming on using the 
C++ language; 
• The second suggested work could be on further investigating complicated control 
application system to implement advanced control experiments on the Web. 
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Advanced and complex controllers are always been in a theoretical way of 
studying. Adaptation from a simulation manner to a practical experiment 
studying is a great challenge as well; 
• Lot of work could be extended on the networking issue and client interface 
design to provide a robust control and intercommunication system. If there were 
a platform on the web browser remotely functioning the same work as a local 
control PC does, it would be fine to have this sharing of working space idea but 
focusing on the controller issues. For example, place a drag and link environment 
on the web to allow users to construct the block diagrams themselves would be 
closer to the way of control studies. 
• The use of DSPACE with MATLAB on the controller environment could 
provide some advantages to perform some specific tasks such as hardware in the 
loop simulation. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusion 
This thesis presents a general approach in developing a web-based control laboratory 
experiment system. We have demonstrated that laboratory experiments can be made 
accessible to the fast growing Internet users. The main benefits of building such an open 
laboratory are: 
• Experiments can be conducted anytime at anywhere; 
• Greatly reduce the cost of building and maintaining a laboratory; 
• Enhance long distance education techniques; 
• Reduce the risk that may happen in a real laboratory; 
• Possession of great impact on home and office automation. 
An open loop, a PID and a state space controller are selected to implement on a DC 
Motor module to investigate our system prototype. The system involves several different 
programming languages, operating systems, and hardware suites, and each of them has 
its own advantages and disadvantages. Thus, the technology needed to tackle the 
challenges is how to integrate a great variety of computer techniques seamlessly so that 
a reliable system performance can be achieved. In addition, issues on flexibility, 
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controllability and user-friendliness are also our major concern in designing the system's 
architecture. Protocol, client/server, multi-layer and inter-process flow attributes are 
addressed to have a deep exploration on system algorithm. 
We hope that further research on those web-based technology not only helps long 
distance education, but also generates some industrial and commercial applications, such 




Appendix I. Selected Source Code of Server Side Programs 
I.l Main Manager Program (login.pl) 
#!/usr/bin/perl -w 
use CGI qw(:cgi); . 
use DB一File; 
Scheckpasswd = 0; 
Scheckuser = 1 ； 
$currenttime=time(); 
@TIME 1 =localtime($currenttime); 
$TIME1[5] = $TIME1[5] + 1900; 
$TIME1[4] = $TIME1[4]+ 1; 
$datel=$TIMEl[2].":".$TIMEl[l].":".$TIMEl[0]." ".$TIME1 [3].7".$TIME1 [4].7".$TIME1 [5]; 
$fail = Vhome/ibc/protected/fail.html'; 
Spageused = Vhome/ibc/protected/pageused.htmr； 
&read_data; 
$db = 7home/ibc/database/user'； 
dbmopen(%HASH, $db, 0666) or die "Couldn't create $db database: $!\n"; 
foreach $item (keys %HASH) { 
if($FORM{'loginid'} eq Sitem) { 
if($FORM{'passwd'} eq $HASH{$item}) { 
$checkpasswd=l; 
} } } 
if($HASH{'usercount'} == 0) { Scheckuser = 0; } 
else {if(($currenttime - $HASH{'logouttime'}) > 1800) { Scheckuser = 0; } } 
if ($checkpasswd == 1) { 
if (Scheckuser == 0) { 
$HASH{'usercount'} = 1; 
$HASH{'currentuser'} = $FORM{'loginid'}; 
$HASH{'logouttime'} = Scurrenttime; 
$HASH{'logintime'} = $currenttime; 
print "Content-type: text/html\n\n"; 
dbmopen(%datalog, "/home/ibc/database/userlog", 0666) or die "Couldn't create $db database: $!\n"; 




dbmopen(%userdata, 7home/ibc/database/$FORM{'loginid'}", 0666) or die "Couldn't create $db 
database: $!\n"; 
$userdata{'power'} = "0"; 
$userdata{'linel'} ="on"; 
$userdata{'line2'} = "on"; 
Suserdata {'lines'} = "on"; 
$userdata{'line4'} = "on"; 
$userdata{'pidflag'} = "0"; 
$userdata{'statespace'} = "0"; 
$userdata{'pidrunning'} = "0"; 
$userdata{'openlooprunning'} = "0"; 
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onClick="window.document.images[,sinei].src=’../gi£/divided/sine 一 O.gif;window.document.images[,squar 
e'].src='../gif/divided/square_0.gif;window.document.images[,triarigle'].src=,../gif/(iivided/triangle_0.gif;w 
indow.document.images['sawtooth'].src-../gif/divideci/sawtooth_l.gif''> ~ 
<img src="../gif7divided/sawtooth一O.gir width="33" height="28" name二"sawtooth"� 
</td> 一 
<td><input type="radio" name="signaltype" value="3" unchecked 
onClick="window.(iocument.images['sine'].src=,../gif/divided/sine 一 O.gif;window.document.images[’squar 
e’].src 二'../gif/divided/square_0.gif;winclow.document.images['triaiigle,].src='../gif7(livi(led/triangle 一 l .gif;w 




<td valign="top" width="227"> � i n p u t type="text" name="amplitude" size="5" value="$userdata{'amplitude'}“ 
maxlength="5"><b><font size="2" face=”ariar’>Amplitude</font><font size="-2"> (OV -
5V)</font></b><br> 
� i n p u t type�"text" name="frequency" size="5" value="$userdata{'frequency'}“ 










<tr><td colspan="2"> � t a b l e bgcolor="#98fb98" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" border="0" width="100%"> 
<tr><td align="right"> �font size= "2"face= "anal"><b>Stop Motor on: &nbsp;&nbsp;Open Loop Control 
</b></font><a href= "openloopstop.pl" target="hidden"onClick= "img_act('Image8')"><img 
src= "../jpg/main/part52_off.jpg" border= "0" name= "ImageS" align = "absbottom "></a>&nbsp;&nbsp; � f o n t size="2" face="arial"><b>PID Control </b></font><a href="pidstop.pl" 
target="hidden" onClick="img_act(,Image7')"><img src="../jpg/maih/part52_off.jpg" border="0" 
name="Image?" align="absbottom"�</a�&nbsp;&nbsp; _ 
� f o n t size="2" face="arial”xb>State Space Control </b></font><a 
href="statespacestop.pr' target="hidden" onClick="img_act('ImagelO')"ximg 







< ! - - � a r e a shape=rect coords="370’76’398，87” href="graph.pl" onClick="retum is callpage(this.href)" 
alt="Graph"> --> 一 � a r e a shape=rect coords="416,76,462,87" href="../manual2.html" onClick="retum 
js_callpage(this.href)" alt="Manual"> � a r e a shape=rect coords="562，76,606,87" href^"logoutl.pl" alt="Logout"> 
</map> 





} # End of if checkuser loop 
else { # There is user checking the page 
open (FILE, Spageused); 
@TMP=<FILE>; 
close(FILE); 
print "Content-type: text/html\n\n"; 




} # End of else loop 
} # End of if checkpasswd loop 
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else { # Login Failed 
open (FILE, Sfail); 
@TMP=<FILE>; 
close(FILE); 
print "Content-type: text/html\n\n"; 




} # End of else loop 
dbmclose %HASH; 
# Subroutine to read the input data from user 
sub read一data { 
# Buffer the POST content 
read(STDIN, Sbuffer, $ENV {•CONTENT_LENGTH'})； 
# Process the name=value argument pairs 
my @args = split(/&/，$buffer); 
foreach $pair (@args) { 
($name, Svalue) = split(/=/，$pair); 
# Unescape the argument value 
Svalue =~ tr/+/ /; 
Svalue =~ s/%([a-fA-F0-9][a-fA-F0-9])/pack("C", hex($l))/eg; 
# Save the name=value pair for use below. 




1.2 Embedded JavaScript in login.pl (login.js) 
if (document.images ！= null) { 
img_off = new Array(); 
img_on = new Array(); 
img—off["Imager] = new Image(); 
img_off["Imager'].src = ”../jpg/main/part32 一 up.jpg"; 
img_on["Imagel"] = new Image(); 
img_on["Imager'].src = "../jpg/main/part32_down.jpg"; 
img_off["Image2"] = new Image(); 
img_offl"Image2"].src = "../jpg/main/part34_up.jpg"; 
img_on["Image2"] = new Image(); 
img_on["Image2"].src = "../jpg/main/part34_down.jpg"; 
img_off["Image3"] = new Image(); 
img_off["Image3"].src = "../jpg/main/part36_up.jpg"; 
img_on["Image3"] = new Image(); 
img_on["Image3"].src = "../jpg/main/part36_down.jpg"; 
img_off["Image4"] = new Image(); 
img_offI"Image4"].src = “. ./jpg/main/part3 8_up.jpg"； 
img_on["lmage4"] = new Image(); 
img_on["Image4"] .src = “. ./jpg/main/part3 8_down .jpg"； 
img_offI"Image5"] = new Image(); 
img_offI"Image5"].src = "../jpg/main/part52_off.jpg"； 
img_on["Image5"] = new Image(); 
img_on["Image5"].src = "../jpg/main/part52_on.jpg"; 
img_offI"Image6"] = new Image(); 
img_offi;"Image6"].src = "../jpg/main/part52_off.jpg"； 
img_on[;"Image6”] = new Image(); 
img_on["Image6"].src = "../jpg/main/part52_on.jpg"; 
img_off["Image7"] = new Image(); 
img_off["Image7"].src = "../jpg/main/part52_off.jpg"； 
img_on["Image7"] = new Image(); 
img_on["Image7"].src = "../jpg/main/part52_on.jpg"； 
img_offI"Image8"] = new Image(); 
img_off["Image8"].src = "../jpg/main/part52_off.jpg"; 
img_on["Image8"] = new Image(); 
img_on["Image8"].src = “. ./jp^main/partS 2_on.jpg"； 
img_offI"Image9"] = new Image(); 
img_offi;"Image9"].src = "../jpg/main/part52_off.jpg"; 
img_on["Image9"] = new Image(); 
img_on["Image9"].src = "../jpg/main/part52_on.jpg"; 
imgof fpImage lO"] = new Image(); 
img_offl"ImagelO"].src = "../jpg/main/part52_off.jpg"; 
img_on["ImagelO"] = new Image。； 一 




function img_act(name) { 
if (document, images [name]. src == img_off[name].src) { 
document, images [name]. src = img_onfname].src; 
} 一 else { 
document, images [name]. src = img—off[name].src. 
} — } 
function lastLogin() { 
window.openC'lastlogin.pl", "hidden", •"'); 
window.open("../timestart.htmr', "timedis" "••). } ， • 





return false; } 
function exit() { 
window.open(丨丨logout2.pr'’ "_blank", 
'jtoolbar=0,location=0,status=0,menubar=0,scrollbars=0,resizable=0,width= 1 ’ height= 1 ,top=0,left=0")； 
function call_help(htmlurl2) { 
window.open(htmlurl2, "—blank", 
,,?olbar=0’location=0，status=0’menubar=0,scrollbars=0,resizable=0’width=250，height=400’top=0’left=62 
8"); ’ ‘ } 
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1.3 TCP Client program (tcpClientl.pl) 
#!/usr/bin/perl -w 
use Socket; 
use DB File; 
&read一 
$db = Vhome/ibc/database/user'; 
dbmopen(%HASH, $db, 0666) or die "Couldn't create $db database: $!\n"; 
dbmopen(%userdata, "/home/ibc/database/$HASH{'currentuser'}", 0666) or die "Couldn't create database* $!\n"; • 
foreach Sitem 1 (keys %userdata) { 
foreach $item2 (keys %FORjy[) { ‘ 
if($item2 eq Sitem 1) { 
$userdata{$iteml} =$F0RM{$item2}; 
} } 
if ($userdata{'power’} eq "1" and $userdata{'linel'} eq "off and $userdata{'line2'} eq "off and 
$userdata{'line3'} eq "off, and $userdata{'line4'} eq " o f f ) { 
if($userdata{'pidflag'} eq "1") { &partPID; } 
else {if ($userdata{'statespace'} eq "1") { &partSS;} 
else { &partOL; } ’ 
} } 
else { 
# Case while power connection missed 
p r i n t « " E O F " ; 
Content-Type: text/html 
<html> � b o d y bgcolor="#ffffff' topmargin="0" marginheight="0" marginwidth="0" leftmargin="0" 
marginwidth="0"> 
� t a b l e c llspacing=0 cellpadding=0 border=0 width="100%"> 
<tr><td align="right"><font color="red">Error</font>! Make sure the power ON and lines 





# End of Main Program 
sub partPID { 
if ($userdata{'pidrunning'} eq "0") { 
$userdata{'pidrunning'} ="1"; 
&connectionPID; # connect to PID LabVIEW Server 






function js_callpage(htmlurl) { 







� b o d y bgcolor="#ffffff ' topmargin="0" marginheight="0" marginwidth="0" leftmargin="0" 
marginwidth="0" onLoad="return js_callpage('graph.pr)"> 
<table cellspacing=0 cellpadding=0 border=0 width- '100%"> 






p r i n t « " E O F " ; 
Content-Type: text/html 
<html> � b o d y bgcolor="#ffffff, topmargin="0" marginheight="0" marginwidth="0" leftmargin="0" 
marginwidth="0"> 
� t a b l e c llspacing=0 cellpadding=0 border=0 width="100%"> 
<tr><td align="right">PID Controller is running, stop it first!</td></tr></table> 
� / b o d y � </html> 
EOF } 
} 
sub parts S { 
if ($userdata{'statespacerunning'} eq "0") { 
Suserdata {'statespacerunning'} = "1"; 
&connectionSS; # connect to State Space Lab VIEW Server 
p r i n t « " E O F " ; 
Content-Type: text/html 
<html><head> 
� s c r i p t language="javascript"> 










<body bgcolor="#ffffff' topmargin="0" marginheight="0" marginwidth="0" leftmargin="0" 
marginwidth="0" onLoad="return js_callpage('graph.pr)"> � t a b l e c llspacing=0 cellpadding=0 border=0 width- '100%"> 




} • else { 
p r i n t « "EOF"; 
Content-Type: text/html 
<html> � b o d y bgcolor="#ffffff' topmargin="0" marginheight="0" marginwidth="0" leftmargin="0" 
marginwidth="0"> 
� t a b l e c llspacing=0 cellpadding=0 border=0 width="100%"> 





sub partOL { 
if (Suserdata {'openlooprunning'} eq "0") { 
Suserdata {'openlooprunning'} = "1"; 
&connectionOL; # Connect to LabVIEW Signal Generator Server only (i.e. open loop control) 
p r i n t « " E O F " ; 
Content-Type: text/html 
<html><head> 
�scr ip t language="javascript"> 





return false; } 
</script></head> � b o d y bgcolor="#ffffff topmargin="0" marginheight="0" marginwidth="0" leftmargin="0" 
marginwidth="0" onLoad="retum js_callpage('graph.pl')"> � t a b l e c llspacing=0 cellpadding=0 border=0 width="100%"> 








p r i n t « " E O F " ; 
Content-Type: text/html 
<html> � b o d y bgcolor="#ffffff' topmargin="0" marginheight="0" marginwidth="0" leftmargin="0" 
marginwidth="0"> 
� t a b l e c llspacing=0 cellpadding=0 border=0 width- '100%"> 
<tr><td align�"right">Open Loop Control is running, stop it first!</td></tr></table> � / b o d y � </html> 
EOF } 
} 
# To connect tcpServerl 
sub connectionOL { 
$remote—host 二 "192.168.0.2"; 
$remote_port = 9992; 
# create a socket 
socket(TO一SERVER，PFJNET, SOCK—STREAM，getprotobynameCtcp')); 
# build the address of the remote machine 
$internet_addr = inet_aton($remote_host) or return 0; 
#die "Couldn't convert $remote一host into an Internet address: $!\n"; 
$paddr = sockaddr一in($remote_port，$intemet_addr); 
# connect 
connect(TO_SERVER, $paddr) or return 0; 
#die "Couldn't connect to $remote_host:$remote_port : $!\n"; 
# ... do something with the socket 
print TO一SERVER 
’"}S\ig|jialtype=$usei^ata {'signaltype'} &amplitude=$user(lata {'amplitude,}&frequency=$userdata {'frequency 




# To connect tcpServer2 
sub connectionPID { 
$remote_host = "192.168.0.2"; 
$remote_port = 9991; 
# create a socket 
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socket(TO一SERVER，PFJNET, SOCK—STREAM, getprotobynameCtcp'))； 
# build the address of the remote machine 
$internet_addr = inet_aton($remote_host) or return 0; 
#die "Couldn't convert $remote_host into an Internet address: $!\n"; 
$paddr = sockaddrJn($remote_port, $intemet_adcir); 
# connect 
connect(TO_SERVER, $paddr) or return 0; 
#die "Couldn't connect to $remote_host:$remote_port: $!\n"; 
# ... do something with the socket 
print TO-SERVER 
"kp=$userdata {,kp,} &ki=$userdata {'ki'} &kd=$userdata {'kd'} &systemtype=$userdata {'systemtype,} &sign 
altype=$userdata {'signaltype'} &amplitude=$userdata {'amplitude'} &stop=0\n"； 




sub connectionSS { 
$remote_host= "192.168.0.2"; 
$remote_port = 9996; 
# create a socket 
socket(TO_SERVER, P F J N E T , SOCK一STREAM，getprotobynameCtcp')); 
# build the address of the remote machine 
$internet_addr = inet_aton($remote一host) or return 0; 
#die "Couldn't convert $remote—host into an Internet address: $!\n"; 
$paddr = sockaddr_in($remote_port’ $intemet—addr); 
# connect 
connect(TO_SERVER, $paddr) or return 0; 
#die "Couldn't connect to $remote_host:$remote_port � $!\n"; 
# ... do something with the socket 
print TO一SERVER "se tpo in t=$FORM{ ,se tpo in f }&k l=$FORM{ , ld i } & k 2 =$FORM { ’ k 2 ' } \ n " ; 




# Subroutine to read the input data from user 
sub read一data { 
# Buffer the POST content 
read(STDIN, Sbuffer, $ENV {'CONTENT_LENGTH'}); 
# Process the name=value argument pairs 
my @args = split(/&/，Sbuffer); 
foreach $pair (@args) { 
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($name, $value) = split(/=/, $pair); 
# Unescape the argument value 
$value =~ tr/+/ /; 
$value =~ s/%([a-fA-F0-9][a-fA-F0-9])/pack("C"�hex($l))/eg; 
# Save the name=value pair for use below. 
$FORM{$name} = $value; # $FORM{’loginicr} & $FORM{’passwd’} } 
} 
1.4 Logout program (logout2.pl) 
#!/usr/bin/perl -w 




@TIME 1 =localtime($currenttime); 
$TIME1[5] = $TIME1[5] + 1900; 
$TIME1[4] = $TIME1[4]+ 1; 
$datel=$TIMEl[2].":".$TIMEl[l].":".$TIMEl[0]." ".$TIME1[3].7".$TIME1[4].T.$TIME1[5]; 
$db = Vhome/ibc/database/user'； 
dbmopen(%HASH, $db, 0777) or die "Couldn't create $db database: $!\n"; 
$HASH{'logouttime'} = Scurrenttime; 
$HASH{'usercount'} = 0 ; 
dbmopen(%userdata, "/home/ibc/database/$HASH{'currentuser'}", 0666) or die "Couldn't create database. 
$!\n"; ‘ 
if($userdata{'pidrunning'} eq "1") { 
&connection3; 
} 
if ($userdata{'openlooprunning'} eq "1") { 
&connection4; } 
if ($userdata{'statespacerunning'} eq "1") { 
&connection2; } 
Suserdata {'power'} = "0"; 
$userdata{'linel'} = "on"; 
$userdata{'Iine2'} = "on"; 
$userdata{'line3'} = "on"; 
$userdata{'line4'} = "on"; 
$userdata{'pidflag'} = "0"; 
$userdata{'lastlogin'} = Sdatel; 
$userdata{'pidrunning'} = "0"; 
Suserdata {'openlooprunning'} = "0"; 
$userdata {'statespacerunning'} = "0"; 
Suserdataj'statespace'} = "0"; 
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if($HASH{'currentuser'} eq "guest" or $HASH { ' cu iTentuser ' } eq "acae") { 
$userdata{'amplitude'} = "3.00"; 
$userdata{'frequency'} = "5.00"; 
$userdata{'kp'} = "0.40"; 
$userdata{'ki'} ="1.05"; 
$userdata{'kd'} = "0.00"; 
$userdata {'sy stemtype'} ="0"; 
$userdata{'signaltype'} = "1"; 
$userdata{'setpoint'} = "0.00"; 
$userdata{'kr} ="0.00"; 
$userdata{'k2'} = "0.00"; 
} 
dbmopen(%datalog, 7home/ibc/database/userlog", 0666) or die "Couldn't create $db database: $i\n"-




pr in t«"EOF"; 
Content-type: text/html 
<html><body onload="setTimeout(,window.close()'’ 0)">Thank you for conducting this 
experiment ！ </body></html> 
EOF 
sub connection2 { 
$remote_host= "192.168.0.2"; 
$remote_port = 9995; 
# create a socket 
socket(TO_SERVER, P F J N E T , SOCK_STREAM, getprotobyname(,tcp,)); 
# build the address of the remote machine 
$intemet_addr = inet一aton($remote_host) or return 0; 
#die "Couldn't convert $remote_host into an Internet address: $!\n"; 
$paddr � socka(ldr_in($remote_port，$internet_addr); 
# connect � connect(TO_SERVER, $paddr) or return 0; 
#die "Couldn't connect to $remote_host:$remote_port: $!\n"; 
# ... do something with the socket 
print TO_SERVER "reset=0.00&stop=l\n"; 








$remote_port = 9993; 
# create a socket 
socket(TO_SERVER, P F J N E T , SOCK一STREAM, getprotobyname('tcp')); 
# build the address of the remote machine 
$internet_addr = inet_aton($remote_host) or return 0; 
#die "Couldn't convert $remote_host into an Internet address: $!\n"; 
Spaddr = sockaddr_in($remote_port，$intemet_addr); 
# connect 
connect(TO一SERVER, Spaddr) or return 0; 
#die "Couldn't connect to $remote_host:$remote_port: $!\n"; 
# ... do something with the socket ‘ 
print TO_SERVER "reset=0.00&stop=l\n”； 
# and terminate the connection when we're done 
close(TO_SERVER); } “ 
sub connection4 { 
$remote_host = "192.168.0.2"; 
$remote_port = 9994; 
# create a socket 
socket(TO一SERVER，PFJNET, SOCK_STREAM, getprotobynameCtcp')); 
# build the address of the remote machine 
$intemet_addr = inet_aton($remote一host) or return 0; 
#die "Couldn't convert $remote_host into an Internet address: $!\n"; 
Spaddr = sockaddr_in($remote_port, $intemet_addr); 
# connect 
connect(TO_SERVER, Spaddr) or return 0; 
#die "Couldn't connect to $remote_host:$remote_port: $!\n"; 
# ... do something with the socket 
print TO_SERVER "reset=0.00&stop=l\n"; 
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Appendix III. Laboratory Experiment Manual (Main part) 
DC Motor Control Experiment 
There is divided into three parts of experiment to investigate different controller 
behaviors to the DC Motor. 
2.1 Open-Loop Speed Control 
Perform the experiment by following the procedures below step by step: 
2.1.1 Connect the four lines by click the buttons; 
2.1.2 Light up the power supply as well; 
2.1.3 The system is in default of Open-Loop control; 
2.1.4 Input an amplitude of 2.00 (V) and a frequency of 4.50 (Hz) on the Signal 
Generator board; 
2.1.5 Click the button "Apply" to view the system response; 
2.1.6 STOP the motor by clicking the stop button, the Open-Loop Control one; 
2.1.7 Study the response of Open-Loop Control by changing the amplitude or/and 
frequency or/and signal type of the Signal Generator. 
2.2 PID Speed Control 
2.2.1 Follow the steps 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 above; 
2.2.2 Switch on the PID Controller by clicking the PID Controller ON/OFF button; 
2.2.3 Input an amplitude of 2.00 (V) and a frequency of 4.50 (Hz) on the Signal ， 
Generator board; 
2.2.4 Click on the button "Apply" to view the system response of PID controller; 
2.2.5 Compare the behaviors of response with the Open-Loop Control one the study 
their difference and discuss; 
2.2.6 STOP the motor by clicking the stop button of PID Control; 
2.2.7 Study the response of Open-Loop Control by changing the amplitude or/and 
frequency or/and signal type of the Signal Generator. 
2.2.8 Repeat the steps 2.2.3 - 2.2.7 by tuning another set of parameters Kp, Ki and 
Kd to have a satisfying PID controller; Discuss how to Kp, K, and Kd affect the 
performance of the system. 
2.3 General State Space Position Control 
2.3.1 Follow the steps 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 above and make sure the motor is stopped; 
2.3.2 Switch on the State Space Controller by clicking its ON/OFF b u t t o n ; , 
2.3.3 Reset the Motor position by input the Set Point value of 0.00 and Ki ='-0.85 
and K2 = 0.25 and clicking "Apply" button, while the motor stops, record its position; 
2.3.4 STOP the motor by clicking the stop button of State Space Control; 
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2.3.5 Change the value of Set Point sequentially with a small range to view how the 
system response until the system presents unstable; 
2.3.6 Change the value of Ki or/and K2 to view how difference the performance 
presents; 
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